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 My childhood memories of Durga Puja are 

not always a continuous flow of chronological 

remembrances but rather bits and pieces of 

memories during Mahalaya and the five days of 

the Puja which will always enliven me 

throughout my life. 

 

I remember getting up during Mahalaya to listen 

to Birendra Kishore Bhadra on the radio. 

However, I never found the TV program on the 

same day as good as the one on the  radio. And 

since the TV program started at 5am, the mystic 

aura of the night which was present for the radio 

program (which started at 3:30-4:00am) was lost 

in case of the TV. 

 

I never understood all the complexities of the 

puja rituals conducted by the priests and they 

never lingered in my memory. However, what 

lingered is standing in front of some of the 

enormous idols of the goddess with my hands 

together. Her expression as she destroys 

Mahisasura, her awe inspiring pose with ten 

hands generated a feeling of reverence within me.  

 

One thing which is integral to Durga Puja is the 

food whether in restaurants or on the street side. 

And we could get it at any time at night! A day 

during Durga Puja only ended at 3:00-4:00 am 

the next morning! My stomach never felt full. I 

would gobble up food on one food stand and 

then, nag my mother for more food at the sight of 

the next food stand. 

 

However, one of the not so popular memories is 

that of enormous lines in front of the pandals in 

order to view the idols. I always preferred to 

roam the pandals in the morning when the crowd 

was less than at night! 

 

I think all Bengalis will agree with me when I say 

that one of the saddest times of the year for 

Bengalis is the last day of Durga Puja. I think the 

Puja really starts a month before Shashthi with 

shopping for new clothes and presents for others 

and anticipation about the Puja. And suddenly on 

Bijoya, we realize that it is all coming to an end. 

The pandals will be dismantled from the next day 

onwards and the streets will seem so empty 

(well…as empty as   

Kolkata’s streets can be) 

 

 

 

By Anwesha Nandi 
 Grade 7 

Childhood Memories of Durga Puja 
By Damayanti Datta 
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Ma Durga is the goddess of strength 

and protector of all. 
She will always look after us 

all, big and small 
 
Ma: No!  You got me wrong. I always enjoy pujo a lot but ….., it was different. 
 
Chele : But how was it different ? 
 
Ma : Pujor sath din age before the real pujo started , we would wake up at 4 am to hear Mahalaya in the 
Radio. It marked the beginning of pujo. It was an endearing recitation of “Mahisasura Mardini..” 
 
Chele : but why did you wake up so early Ma ? 
 
Ma : because it was broadcast over the air waves. 
 
Chele : Ma, that’s the CD we have. It does have the number “Mahisasura Mardini..”.  Why don’t you sit 
down at a convenient time (not 4 am) and just listen. 
 
Ma : Yes! I will (and I could fold the laundry and make a quick phone call while the CD is playing). 
 
Chele : It is the same Mahalaya right Ma? While you listen think it is very early morning, and pujo is 
almost here. 
 
Ma : Yes ….. I guess! 
 
Ma : Janish actually the air had the feel too. Sarat as fall (actually autumn) is called is very nice. Sarater 
Aakash  - it’s beautiful. 
 
Ma : I like fall too. 
 
Next morning 
 
Chele : Ma look at the fall sky, as you mentioned yesterday. Look it’s clear and beautiful. Maybe, just as 
you felt when you were a little girl. Sarat is what you called it right? 
We roll down the window panes of our car and sniff the crisp, clean fall air. 
 
Chele : It’s the same aakash Ma and its beautiful. Play the CD as we get back home and it will be pujo 
and this time for all of us. 
 
Ma :  Yes it is really beautiful – I feel it today as I felt before. 
Chele : I like to play the drums during Pujo  too ma… 
 
Ma : Dhak bole, not drum……….. 
 
Dhaki plays the dhak and our heart beats with the earnest longing to go to our North Carolina Pandal. 
Between our nostalgia and our present, dhaker awaz and drum beats, alubhaja and fries, incense and 
dhuno, amidst our friends and the crowd, anjali offering and the haze of dhuno, we will all look again at 
Ma Durga’s face with renewed hopes and see her smile yet again. This will give us hope once again to 
belief in our own strength and reassure us “Good will prevail upon the evil”. This has been and will always 
be our Durga puja. 
 
(This is a verbatim excerpt from a day’s alochona between a mother and her then 8 yr old son) 

Durga Puja For Us 
By Shamik and Suchandra Bhattacharya 
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The lion of Durga 
Rears its fearsome head, 
To give a mighty bite to Asur. 
 
Lakshmi’s wise owl 
Feathered wings spread wide,  
To bring wealth in all sizes. 
 
The pure white swan,  
That sits at Saraswathi’s feet 
Who grants wisdom to all. 
 
A little mouse for Ganesh,  
To help us in our lives,  
Makes the little shop thrive. 
 
A magnificent peacock a gleaming  
Fan of purple, gold, green, and blue. 
Kartik, the god of war. 
 
The lion. 
The owl. 
The swan. 
The mouse. 
The peacock.  
These are the creatures of the gods. 

 
 
 
 

Foaming Waves rolled by 
Like the white garland sweeping high 

Wonder at God's Creation 
With awe and fascination 
Mind lingers and pauses 

To behold the Beauty of Nature 
With sweeping motion to capture 
A Beauty so unique and frolicking 

With leaps and bounds 
Creating an unusual sound 
As it rolls round and round 

In an endless vibration 
To stun the picture of stillness 
Unparalled and breadthless 

And to capture the Wonder of Nature 
Dslaying in its momentum  sound of rythymic nature 

 

Ma Durga 
By Aneeta Dasgupta (15 years) 

Atlantic Ocean Waves 
By Mandira Mittra 
 

Creatures of the Gods  
By Shalini Sarkar, (Guria) (12 years) 
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পূজ োর আনজে 
পোরমিতো বসু 

স্বপ্ন 
অমিমত ি ুিিোর 
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The countryside was dotted with bright leafs 
colored red, orange, yellow, green, and brown. 
Of in the distance, I could hear children 
squealing as they jumped into leaf piles. As I 
walked across the pumpkin field, I could see 
scarecrows everywhere. The crows were 
obviously keeping a distance from the scare 
crows. A squirrel scampered across the road. Its 
mouth was full with acorns. I liked the sound of 
leaves crunching under my feet. A shiver went 
down my spine as a chilly wind came by. As I 
walked by some houses, I could see a lot of jack 
- o’ - lanterns.  I thought about what I was going 
to do for my jack - o’ – lantern. I was doing a 
spider.  And a very big one too. And the candy? I 
really Iike pretzals. Autmn is my favorite 
season!!! 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Rain sits on the burning autumn leaves 
The wind whistles and blows a fiery tantrum 
A blaze of colors drifting into the sea of white 

flakes 
Rain, leaves, snow, earth’s mystery 

I wonder if their dying mother misses them 
Their past is unknown 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Autumn  
By Roumi Dutta  

Autumn  
By Piyali Roy (7 years) 

Autumn Leaves 
By Heeya Sen  
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 One day at Bangla School Urmila mashi said that we were going to ride dragons.  
 
 "Yay!" All the kids shouted. Sure enough, there were 6 dragons outside. I chose a Blue dragon 
with really cool spikes. I could already tell it would be an awesome day. Chottu, Orko, and I flew in a 
group. Urmila mashi and Roumi, and Oishi were in one group. I tried not to fall off my dragon but there 
were some really close calls. 
 
 The view from up there was incredible! I could see Arundhati mashi sitting with Ria and her 
friends. I could see Saswati mashi, Swati mashi, Sumita mashi, Prasenjit mesho, Debjani mashi and even 
my dad teaching each of their students. They were all huddled together and busy learning bangla. I was 
happy that Urmila mashi decided to take us outside instead of being shut in that dark room. I always felt 
jealous when my sister, Ria, got to go outside with Arundhati mashi for a walk, but this was much cooler! 
 
 Once my dragon even blew fire! I almost nearly slipped off the dragon's back! Then, we came 
toward a humongous mountain. My mouth dropped open. It was the coolest thing I had ever seen. It was 
filled with candy houses and treats! I told Chottu and Orko that we HAD to stop. Right after my dragon 
landed, I jumped off and immediately took some lane cake.  
 
 "Hey Rohan!" Chottu said. "Come over here and try some of this window chocolate, it's 
AMAZING!" he said. Then I heard my dragon whimper. I told Chottu and Orko that I thought they wanted 
water. So we took the dragons down to a river. After they drank, we spotted a huge creepy looking castle 
in the distance.  
 
  We decided to go there. On a small rock we saw Roumi, Urmila mashi, and Oishi with their 
dragons. "We wanted to go inside but the door was locked." Roumi said. "We need to find something to 
break down the doors." I said. My dragon growled. Just then I heard a pop. "Did you hear that?" I asked 
the others. But they all shook their heads. My dragon growled again. To my surprise there was a paper 
right in front of my dragon. It was a sort of code language. I showed it to Urmila mashi and she grinned. 
“What is it?” I asked  
 
 “Bangla” Urmila mashi replied. I took the paper back and read “ChiChingFak” That meant Open 
Sesame in Bangla. “Oh!” I exclaimed. I cleared my throat. “CHICHINGFAK” I said. The door opened 
immediately. “Cool!” I exclaimed. When I went in I saw Darth Vader with fifty Storm troopers and 
Voldemort. “I need a wand and Lightsabre!” I said. I looked at my belt and saw the handle of a lightsabre 
and the part of a stick. “Yes!” I exclaimed. I ignited my Lightsabre. I had a lightsabre duel with Darth 
Vader. Just then I was interrupted by a voice that sounded a lot like Urmila mashi's that said,  
 

 “Rohan, are you paying attention!?! ROHAN!!!!!!!” 
 
 Everyone else was staring at me. I still hadn't noticed that she had been yelling at me. Everyone 
else was now reading a book, but I could tell that they were still watching me. I was so embarrassed, how 
I could drift off into a daydream! But my embarrassment didn't last long; it was almost the end of class 
and Chottu and Orko came up to me and asked me if I was coming to play outside. I asked them, if they 
saw the same thing Idid before, weren't they battling Darth Vader and riding dragons too?  
 
 “Huh?” Chottu and Orko said at the same time. “Never mind, it's nothing.” I said.  

 
 

 

A Strange Day at Bangla School 
By Rohan Ray (7 years) 
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By Abhraneel Dutta 
 

বহে চহেহে খেোর েহে 
প্রণব কুমার খেন 
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There once was a mongoose named Chandra. He was a single mongoose who lived in his burrow next to 
the Ganges River. He lived next to the river because as his mother had told him once, “The river has the best water 
supply for a healthy mongoose and you might just as well get lucky and find some cobra eggs for your next meal.” 
And Chandra just loved to eat cobra eggs. As a baby, when he lived with his mother and siblings, he was fed many 
cobra eggs. They were so good that even now thinking about them made Chandra’s mouth water. But his mother had 
to battle against the cobra Sita to get the eggs. Sita was a young cobra at that time. But now she must be a stronger 
cobra since his mother last met her. But Chandra wasn’t afraid of her. He heard from his childhood friends that a 
mongoose sometimes eats the cobra itself if it can bite the back of its head. When Chandra heard this, his courage 
against his fear of cobras rose. He knew however that Sita was still alive and that she lived in the same region he 
lived in. 
 
One day, Chandra decided to leave his burrow and go for a walk along the river. He started trotting down the river 
bank, admiring the new trees and grass he saw. “Finally!” Chandra said to himself. “I have a new place to explore! 
This location is much better than the inside of my boring burrow”. Chandra continued to admire his surroundings for 
another 30 minutes before stopping. “I think I will have some water and then go back home”, Chandra said.  
 
As Chandra drank the pure river water, he thought he heard a faint hissing sound. Chandra stopped drinking and 
looked around, confused about where the hissing came from. The moment he turned around, the hissing stopped. He 
did not see anything except trees, bushes, grass, and the distant mountains. Chandra dismissed the thought about 
the hissing. “It must have been my imagination”, Chandra said to himself. Then he spotted a half a dozen white rocks 
in between 2 bushes. They reminded him of cobra eggs. Chandra slowly approached the rocks. “I have never seen 
such rocks before”, Chandra thought. “And why are these strange rocks in a bundle?” Chandra sniffed the rocks. And 
then he understood. “These aren’t rocks. These are cobra eggs! How foolish I was to think they were rocks!” Chandra 
exclaimed. But just as he was about to dig into a big meal, hissing noises came from behind him again. This time, it 
was louder. Chandra turned around and gasped. A big black cobra was looking at him with pain in its eyes. That’s 
when Chandra realized that the hissing was coming from that black cobra. Within moments he could recognize that 
face from his childhood. “Oh no!” Chandra thought, “It is Sita”. 
 
Sita made her hissing sound as though trying to persuade Chandra. 
 
“Sssssso my dear Chandra; we meet again. Before you attack my dear eggsssssssssssss, let us have a talk.” 
 
Chandra didn’t know whether to trust her or not. But he decided to listen to what she had to say. 
 
“Would you like it if your family was eaten up by leopards or tigers?” Sita asked Chandra. 
 
“No” Chandra replied. 
 
“Exactly, Chandra. You see, your mother might have eaten my eggsssssssssssss before. But she just didn’t 
underssssssssstand the relationship between me and my eggsssssssssssss. You see, every mother wants her own 
child to grow up and be a strong adult. I want my eggsssssssssssss to hatch and grow up jussssssssssst like you 
want your children to be born. So, instead of eating up my eggsssssssssssss, you could change your diet and eat 
something else and we both can survive.” 
 
By this time, Chandra had been feeling bad about all those poor eggs that didn’t hatch yet which he was about to eat 
and in turn kill her babies. He should have understood the relationship between mother and her children. Tears came 
rolling down his face as he thought how his mom saved him to grow up. 
 
Chandra told Sita, “I am very sorry ….. I never thought it this way. I will go back and tell every mongoose to stop 
eating snake eggs. We could survive on fruits rather.” 
 
For the rest of his life, Chandra had tried his best to protect Sita and her offspring. Sita would also Chandra’s life 
whenever he would be attacked by leopards.  
 
They remained friends forever thereafter. 
 
 

Chandra & Sita 
 By Abhishek Chakladar 
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Once upon a time there was a little girl named Oishi. She was in 3

rd
 Grade and lived in a 

room with her classmates and teacher. 
 
One day when they were about to go to bed, a big “Mean” giant came and ate everybody 
up. Oishi hid under the bed, so big “M” couldn’t find her. Big “M” said loudly “there is one 
little girl in 3rd grade who’s still hiding, I need to find her”. So he searched in the 3rd grade 
room but no one was there. Then he peeked in the 4th grade room but it was empty. He also 
went to the 5th grade room but found no one. Finally, he gave up. 

 
Big “M” then started going towards the north. Oishi followed him. While following him, 
Oishi saw a needle on the floor and picked it up quietly and went outside. When big “M” 
wasn’t looking she pricked a big hole in his stomach. Big “M” screamed in pain and fell 
to the ground with a huge crash. 
 
When "M" stopped breathing the 3rd, 4th and 5th graders popped out of his 
stomach.  Everyone thanked Oishi for rescuing them. Hours later in the very early morning 
Hurricane Earl swirled in, picked up big “M” and blew him away. Oishi said “bye-bye big M”  
but the giant didn’t say anything. By then all the 3rd graders were standing on the Outer Banks 
to see off big “M”.  “M” was sucked into the eye of Hurricane Earl. Everybody said they were 
saved because of their little Oishi. 
 
PS: Oishi was named after Goddess Durga by her parents. I also think that the big “M” giant 
sure was Mahishasura. 
 

 
 

 
 

 

DURGA TO THE RESCUE 
A dream story from my daily diary 
By: Oishi Ghosh (8 years) 

By Riddhik Basu (5 years)  
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 This is NOT what you think it is. We are not about to entertain you to one of those ageless bovine 
essays that imaginative (and we strongly feel fictional) Bengali school students, driven to desperation have time 
and again turned in, to their hapless teachers. Our essay is about the arguably more interesting, definitely more 
controversial and indisputably indomitable 21

st
 century COW. The formidable Indian CAREER ORIENTED 

WOMAN. 
 How has the COW changed the Indian panorama? Does she belong to the universally adorable kisi ki 
ma behen beti(karur ma bon mashi?) category evoking mixed feelings of protectiveness and/or devotion? Or has 
she morphed into a no nonsense, self aware individual who juggles her retinue of domestic help, daughter’s 
coaching classes, a demanding boss and (let’s face it) an irate in law or two with a skill that would prompt 
juggling artists like Harun Al Rashid of Phatikchnad fame to consider VRS? Or has she, behind all that hard 
nosed glitter tried to remain, essentially, the same harried person with telltale turmeric stained fingers, who like 
the bhuter raja made huge meals appear before you, whenever you returned from college and kicking off your 
shoes, peremptorily announced to no-body in particular: “kheddaao”!!  
 Let take a sneak peek: Consider the up market COW first. All of us who have spent any time at all 
luxuriating under the skilled hands of any beauty parlor mashi in Kolkata know that these are hothouses of 
information. You go in ignorant with all your black heads and came out shining with your heart and soul brimming 
over with knowledge that puts you on top of the world…for a while. Here is where we have traditionally gone to 
learn that Rekha boudi has stolen Shompa boudi’s prize cook by blatant bribery (ha! ha!) or that Mrs. Dasgupta 
got 25 pieces of pure silk nomoshkari sarees but refused to give up her coveted seetahar to her daughter in law . 
Gone are those sultry weekday afternoons when the para’r boudis would congregate and bond with each other 
under cooling mud packs languorously discussing the world around them. With the advent of the COW, up scale 
parlors employing inglis (sic) speaking nubile women bustle with activity in the weekends. Discussion still 
revolves around the world, touching on details of the last business trip to Frisco, the dismal trend of the share 
bazaar, Michelle Obama’s gown at the swearing in ceremony and what have you.   
 Then there is your average middle class COW. The office returning crowd at the Mumbai local trains is 
witness to the fact that this kind of COW can indeed pack in a lot in a day’s work. The ladies compartments are 
full of women on any ordinary weekday evening, sitting in their cramped spaces armed with little chopping 
knives, plastic bags of vegetables (the Indian COW is not yet very ecology conscious all said and done) small 
containers, balanced precariously on their laps. Hands flying over the vegetables, these ladies use the 
commuting time to make headway into the family dinner preparations! Working men might doze or chat politics, 
for our average COW though; the day is far from over. The COW here walks a precarious line. She no longer fits 
in with your average kitty party playing, Star Dopahar audience; neither is she a corporate junky climbing the 
career ladder with willful abandon.  
 Some feel threatened by this rapid rise and growing power of the COW. As is evident from this Shayari: 
“Abla Thi Tab Thi , Ab To Hai Nari Sabla, Bajati Hai Mardo Ke Sar Pe Dha Dhana Dhan Tabla”. Winds of 
change are visible at the marriage market though, where the COW of both classes have found wide acceptance. 
Where the bengali groom previously sought a griho korme nipuna, shorbo goonoshomponna, shwetborna (might 
settle for an  ujjwol shamborna) nymphet, matrimonial ads now demand chakurirata ebong swanirbhar konnya, 
rojgaar swamir theke beshi holei bhalo hoy. The last added to avoid alimony in case of a divorce. In fact, a quick 
glance at the matrimonial columns of any National daily would reveal that the “in service girl with homemaker 
qualities” is a hugely desirable commodity amongst the upwardly mobile Desi suitable boy who are pawing the 
ground, rearing to go body shopping with the right kind of gal (with western outlook and Indian values, who can 
match him paycheck for paycheck.) Tall order? Nah! Take a look around you.  
 Okay, so here is a quick quiz. Who is the COW really? 1. A multitasking, quick stepping juggling artist 
who can perform unrealistic feats at the wink of an eye at home and outside? 2. A hard-nosed unyielding 
competitive woman capable of taking care of herself and her own? 3. A self satisfying ambitious breed looking 
for more breathing space outside home and family? 4. All of the above? 5. None of the above?? (duh!)   
 
Whatever they might be, COWS are here to stay. As a famous bengali retail outfitter succinctly put in its ad " 
Jeans e ebong Jamdani te , dekhochho ki amaay? Aami ajker Nari"  
 
We take our bows right about here dear readers…and leave you to ruminate on that. 

Gorur Opore Rochona  
By Sukanya Chaudhuri and Debarati Datta 
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Three Faces 
By Aabir Sanyal (7 years) 

 
 
 

 
The shooting star flying across the sky 
Looked like a rider in the night. 
I closed my eyes and wished upon it 
And hoped my wish would come true. 
When I opened my eyes again 
Searching for the magic star, 
I found that it has disappeared. 
I felt disappointed until 
A sparkle suddenly caught my eye, 
And a fire-fly landed on my hand. 
I looked down at the pulsing heart of light 
Then gasped in wonder as I realized 
That in my hand 
Was none other than the shooting star. 
It seemed to me that it shone 
Brighter than the sun. 
I hoped the bright burning ball 
Would bring me luck. 
I never got a chance to find out. 
With the passage of the night 
The star faded away. 
The cool refreshing morning 
Embraced me and whispered in my ears 
Like a teacher teaching 
An important lesson- 
Your luck is in your hands. 
                  
                                                                                                                                                        

What a Bobsled Ride!  
By Vedatman Soham Basu (10 years)  
 
I look over the snow covered hill  
Bobsledding down  
Everyone having thrill!  
I turn I yelp  
A kid screaming, “HELP!”  
He crashes into me,  
We roll through the snow.  
Suddenly we start bobsledding - as we go.  
Shh ~ ~ ~ shh ~ shhc ~~ ~~  
goes the bobsled.  
Boom snap! I hit my head.  
We crash into the park gate!  
And that entire day only thing I had is to hate,  
With scar on my head,  
As I lay in bed.  
 
I open my eyes  
And to my surprise,  
What the weather man said was fake!  
I can’t see a single snow-flake!  
I don’t know what to say,  
I am supposed to play  
A snowy-day was forecasted yesterday.  
 
But how did I get  
The scar on my head  
 
Was it from the bobsled?  
NO! My bunk-bed!  

 
 

What a Bobsled Ride!  
By Vedatman Soham Basu (10 years)  

 

The Shooting Star 
By Akaash Sanyal  
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This article is written with the aging population of our community in mind. The younger generation has 
the choice to use their discretion but a dialogue between these two different groups may lead to constructive and 
better social objectives in future.  
 
The older population (over 60) in the USA is 19% and the fastest growing compared to 55% of the younger 
population (between 20 and 60) which is slowly decreasing according to 2009 USA census bureau. The 
percentage of aging population in the world is 15% and is also growing compared to 65% of the younger 
generation which is also decreasing according to UN statistics. The average life span of the older generation 
when they reach sixty is 20 to 25 years. During this period of human life cycle, the older generation has a 
tendency to impart their knowledge and experience to the younger generation. The drive for such reactions is 
their realization that humans are mortal and the idea that the younger generation may avoid some mistakes if 
they pause and ponder before they age. Here are some thoughts on this issue.  
 
Generation Gap – The common complaint from the aging generation is that times have changed so much so 
that the younger generation thinks they are smarter, more productive and do things differently. Question is ‘does 
handling a laptop, a cell phone, iPod, iPhone, etc. make you smarter?  Obviously, it is debatable. The reality is 
that technology has made our life fast-paced. Impact of such fast-faced life (invention of the Internet and webs) 
has been tremendous on other aspects of social evolution (instant interaction, dating, chatting, gossiping, etc.) 
resulting in some confusion. Once this confusion is settled, we can say that the GAP is there but it is not that bad 
and the aging generation can add values to that – most importantly by reminding others of the importance of 
human relationships and the basic facts of life.  
 
Attitude toward Life - As we age, our attitudes toward life change. We are no more aggressive achievers, we 
become humble (more giving) and more open. We think we have vast experience and knowledge to be useful to 
society. Above all, we wish to leave a legacy for the benefit of human beings. This is the time we realize and 
appreciate the strength of the young age. We realize our mind and the physical capability are in not in sync. We 
do not have the same joy when our hunger is satisfied. We cannot sleep well and we do not have a clear vision 
requiring occasional visits to the doctor. We may be constantly in pain and we lack a luxury of a future that goes 
comfortably beyond the visible horizon. In conclusion, we become more aware of our finite physical ability, 
decreasing memory and ever reduced level of concentration. As a result, we need to ration our strengths. We 
can only focus on bare essentials and priorities.  
 
Human Mortality and Religion – There is no controversy about human birth and human mortality in any 
religion. The aging generation gets more spiritual or turned off by the course of today’s controversial events. 
There are different myths and philosophical thoughts about life after death discussed in different holy books. 
Every person is born human first before they follow the religion of their parents. Experienced and wise people 
take this principle seriously before they become religiously blind. Mahatma Gandhi summarized this in his 
observation, ‘I like your Christ, I do not like your Christians. Your Christians are so unlike your Christ’. It can be 
generalized for all religions of the modern age (BC and AD) with similar observations. This principle may be 
guidance for our future way of life so that we can co-exist as human race not religious race. 
 
Earning Respect – As people age, they are derailed from the main stream of productive life. They become 
segregated, shunned, treated with amusement when they express their opinion. Sometimes, they are grudgingly 
listened to by the younger generation. The older generation feels that it is at the helm of a lifetime’s knowledge 
and experience-based wisdom but their opinions and advice are ignored or rejected outright. The irony is also 
that they are ridiculed without any consideration of their contexts and appropriate values.  
 
How to earn respect then? Keep your opinions to yourself – nod, and agree with the young people.  Look them 
in the eye and think of what you did to your parents. Smiling you contend inside, ‘Hello Younger Generation, Live 
and Learn Yourself’ as suggested by Dave Jones of the News & Observer.  
 
Alternatively, you can ponder being restless, helpless and unhappy for the remaining short period you have to 
live. Be prepared to rescue them only when asked for – gratitude of satisfaction. Always remember, ‘Respects 
can only be Commanded never Demanded’.  

Aging and Earning Respect 
By Amalendu Chatterjee 
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Beauty is nature's gift to us and I want to protect it. 
 
I say so because I see forests are being cut down.   
New homes, offices, shops are coming up in their space.   
 
Even the subdivision that I live in, was once a beautiful forest with many trees, ponds and swamps.  I am 
sure there were deer, foxes, squirrels, rabbits and many colorful birds, and frogs, and other water insects 
living there. 
 
But the building of our subdivision killed all the trees and the ponds. And this made all the animals, 
insects and birds homeless.  I see them wandering on the road.  I think they look for food and a safe 
place to live.  Sometimes I also see dead deer and dead foxes on the road.   
 
I feel sad. 
 
I love the beauty of nature, but I feel sad because nature is dying.   
 
Trees and plants give us shade, fruits, flowers.  They help us with environment, rain and erosion.  They 
help in keeping the earth cool.  Trees help us to feel each of our seasons. With lesser trees there will be 
no seasons to enjoy.   
 
I want to keep my earth beautiful by protecting our plants, trees, animals and birds.   
Plant more trees.  Water them and take care of them so that We can Live and Help the Birds and Animals 
Live. 
 
I cannot see my life to be beautiful and colorful without Nature.   
 

 

Beauty Is Nature's Gift To Us And I Want To Protect It 
By Orko Sen (8 years) 
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 Mary Barnes was five feet tall and weighed two hundred-twenty pounds. 
 
 The cross section through her stomach would resemble a circle. Her head was small, face was round, 
and she hardly had a neck. With her equally fat legs she looked somewhat like a walking pumpkin with a 
potato above it. 
 
Mary had a very pleasant personality and would smile happily all the time. Everyone liked her. She was a 
cook, and a good one too. She had been successful in holding a job for more than ten years in the house 
of a well-to-do businessman in town. 
 
One day Mary came to my office. I had seen her several times before at the house of her employer. As 
she entered she was smiling and I said: “Well, Mary, how are you? What brings you here?” 
 
“Well, Doc, I need your help. I’m getting short-winded. They say you’re a good diet specialist. Give me 
some diet.” 
 
Every complaint Miss Mary had was exact: she needed dieting very badly. I put her on a strict regimen 
and instructed her to follow it faithfully. I gave her an appointment to return after six weeks. 
 
Six weeks later Mary indeed returned! To my surprise she weighed ten pounds more than on her first visit.  
I was puzzled and upset.  
 
“Are you following my diet, Mary?” I asked. 
 
 “Of course, Doc!  You told me to, didn’t you?  She replied. 
 
I became even more puzzled. I couldn’t understand how she could gain weight on an eight-hundred-
calorie diet. Out of curiosity I asked:  “Now, tell me Mary, how are you following my diet?” 
 
She answered plainly, “Doc, I’m eating your breakfast after my breakfast, your lunch after my lunch and 
your supper after my supper. 
 
For a moment I did not know what to say! 
 

 

FAT MARY AND HER REDUCING DIET 
by Bhupendra L. Sen, M.D.                                                                                                  

India Gate 
By Joydeep Mukherjee (8 years) 
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“
 
Aaahhhhh!” Jen screamed, as she ran out her 
room in her p.j’s.  Griping her cell phone in one 
hand and trembling with fear, she punched in 
several buttons. She was calling Mary and her 
sister Alice. “Brrrriinggg! Brrriingg!” Mary   
practically jumped out of bed. “Who could be 
calling?,” she wondered. She quickly answered 
it. “Hello?” She suddenly heard “A-a-a ghost!”. 
Mary suddenly knew who it was. She answered 
by saying “We’ll be right there.” She bolted to 
her sister Alice’s room. They quickly brushed 
there teeth and raced down the steps. They 
grabbed their jacket and ran like a cheetah to 
Jen’s house. When they got there they said 
“What happened?” in unison. She shivered and 
replied that she woke up in the middle of the 
night, saw the water running, went to turn it off 
and saw a ghost. Jen kindly ushered them into 
the house. After warming up near the fire they 
thought of plans for the next step. “I’ve got it !” 
Alice jumped up in the air. She quickly explained 
how one of them would distract the ghost while 
the others set up a trip wire. Alice was the 
distraction, she danced around and stepped 
over the trip wire but the ghost didn’t. the ghost 
was ……. Jimmy! Jen’s 5 year old brother 
playing a prank. Everyone returned to sleep. Or 
did they?  
 
 
 
 
 

 
   

Drifting through the sky 
slowly and peacefully 
with white as its color 

it shines in front of the glaring sun 
 

Soon, the mood changes 
pure white turns dark grey 

they start to cry missing their old looks 
flooding the world wth tears 

 
finally light peeks through the clouds 

shooting out yellow into the sky 
blue devorurs black 

and the cycle starts all over again. 
 

 

The Ghost 
By Nayeli Lahiri  Aimless 

By Shraman Sen 

 

Jack-Jack’s brother (watercolor)  
By Amitauja Oishii Basu (6 years) 
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By Shreyasi Mukherjee 

কাব্যে উব্েক্ষিতা 
মহাব্েতা মুব্ াোধ্োয় 
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And round and round thus we float 

light as air yet heavy as ground 

pillar to post in a hometown boat                                                                                                 

sometimes lost and somewhere found 

  

it starts with a wish then the dream 

the violent flutter of a bird in cage 

pizza toppings and the finest cream  

the twelve hours flight is a pilgrimage 

  

thus cricket and grass both are lost 

to the din and dance of golf and toast 

the „path less travelled‟ by Robert Frost 

is thick with traffic coast to coast 

  

so Sameer turns Sam 

and Kiran turns Karen 

idlee becomes ham 

as our desi turns 'phoren „ 

  

then sudden comes the midnight phone 

“Can u return, my only bird?” 

“I cannot Mom”, comes the silent groan 

“I am badly stuck...for the green card.” 

  

but as green gets greener, hair turns grey 

clock slows down to arc back in time 

children grow and wing away 

the doorbell silence is now a temple chime 

  

why are we here and why not there 

why can‟t a tear be a morning dew 

why do we lose and why do we care 

I wish I knew, I wish I knew...  

NRI 
a non–sense rhyme 

By Shuvendu Sen 

     

     

                    

 

By Shuvendu Sen 

 

Shuvendu Sen 

 

 

Shuvendu Sen 

 

 

 

My Mom 
By Aadit Bharadwaj (6 years) 

                       

 

By Shuvendu Sen 

 

Shuvendu Sen 

 

 

Shuvendu Sen 

 

 

 

A beautiful morning 

By Manav Majumdar (8 years) 
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Butterflies make  me smile… 

they are like moving splashes of 
colour,  

flitting from one flower to the other… 

always on the move.  

 

 

 

 

Bright and early one morning, I found 
this particularly beautiful specimen in 
our front yard. An Eastern Tiger 
Swallowtail.  

 

 

Butterfly 
By Rupa Maitra 

 

Farm  
By Urvi Maitra 
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My name is Buddy 

But if you call me any loving name 
I’ll respond 
Yay! Food! 

Sniff, sniff, sniff 
Mmm, smells great 

I wish I could have some 
Maybe I should fast for a few minutes 

Finally! Scrambled eggs! 
Slurp, lick, slurp, slurp, snort 

“Shutup, Buddy!” 
Done. Can I have more? 
Am I not cute enough? 

No! 
Fine, next time. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                                                                                                                                                                             

 

Buddy 
By Abhishek Dasgupta (11 years) 

 

By Meghdoot Ghoshal     
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ŸpãemÆÅbabu Hawya† ÃIppue² janin, ikÇ¼ Vim piëcm kYairibyaenr …† Gnsbuj ha–ay Ÿna–r ŸPel† wƒr Ÿs† 

kibtaFar kTa ŸBebiC| kibra Ÿta …†Baeb† ijet Zan, Ÿkeja idenr St AbeHla se¹Ôw| 

 

     

"ŸH-†ih, Ha†ih, Ha-† 

Vmaedr glay k† Ÿs† •Àam •Las 

Gaesr Gagray durÇ» smuÅ-Ÿdala- 

Ÿkmn ker Takeb 

Vmaedr jIben Ÿn† jÔlÇ» mâtuY 

BraF kra smuÅ Vr •e¬Cd kra AreNYr jget 

kI laB geR káim-kIeFr sBYta, 

laln ker ió»imr dIàG prmayu 

k¬Cepr meta 

AYaimbarw Ÿta mâtuY Ÿn†' 

 

  
 

Vmra …esiC pãemadtrI ba º¡™jiSep Ÿcep, ŸZKaen ikna Hajardueyk Ÿlak idnrat HLabaij Vr Kanaipna 

kreC|  jaHaj pair Ÿdy raiºebla, iden naimey Ÿdy Ÿkaena ntun ÃIepr balueblay ba ga• sbuj bâiñ AreNYr 

iknaray- gãYa¸ ŸkmYan, ŸrayaFan, kjueml| Zid ŸkaTaw dud¸ ŸTek ŸZet ca†, delr Ÿlaekra H† H† ker tuel 

Ÿdy, iPirwyalar dl ŸCƒek Der, ga†h AEDàZ Hey tagada lagay| taw caridek Ÿlepr mt jRaena AgaD nIl 

•x—ta Vr ga„icelr hak| raeº ŸdalKawya Ÿkibenr AÉkar ba†er Ÿz•§elar maTay cƒaedr Vela maKamaiK| 

ক্যারিরিয়ান  
কক্ৌরিক্ কেন  
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ifk tKn† jaHaejr kYaisena Vr ihnar Hel Ÿddar P™iàtr ŸPayara, SYamepn Vr kkeFelr Ÿsãat| inàjn 

Ÿhek VkaeSr tlay bes ŸdKet pa† jaHaj Vr irseàFr Velara ŸKla kreC cƒaedr Velar ibCanay|  

       

 

…†sb sbuj ÃIepr †itHas ŸbS sHj srl, ô™lpRuyaedr km nÜr pabar By Ÿn†| †•eraipyanra BagaBaig 

ker …edr dKl ineyiCl| ŸkaTaw ýpYains, ŸkaTaw ŸÒ‚ ba hac Vr ŸkaTaw ba ibãiFSra …sb ÃIep dasbYbsar 

VRt Vr manux Der raKar §dam bainey bes Ÿgl| ViÒka ŸTek del del iSkel bƒaDa º¡Itdas jaHaejr 

ŸKael Ÿcep …Kaen Haijr Heta| taedr …kdlek lagan Heta icinr caex, ŸsKaen ŸSana Zay pãit itnjenr 

meDY dujn bCr na Guret Guret† maiF int| baikedr camRay grm ŸlaHa Ÿdeg Vbar jaHaejr ŸKael Biàt ker 

calan kra Heta Vemirkay tuela Vr tamaekr ŸQet| manuexr r¹¡ na laga …k pYaekF icin ba tuelaw 

†•eraepr bajaer ŸpOƒCeta na Zidw ta ŸTek Ÿkk, cekaelF, sugiÉ isgar, PYaSnduró» SaàF Vr ga•n banaena 

Ht cm‡kar| …Kankar Vidm Ÿlakjn ikCu §il ŸKey ikCu bsÇ» ba isiPils Ÿraeg cFpF pFl tuel ŸPll, 

taedr srl smajbYbóùa §belF Hey ŸZetw ŸbiS smy laglna| taedr Ÿmeyra pa†kair Haer ŸpeF Drela sada 

mailk Vr kaela Ÿgalaemr ŸbwyairS ba¬caedr| tar •per …es juFl jldsuYra, sBYtar ba†er …mn Vó»ana 

Vr ŸkaTay juFeb| Prais, †„erj Vr jldsuY …† itn del imel kYairibyaen ta¸b calaela Vera ŸbS 

ikCuidn| keyk Ÿs‚™ir baed sba† ZKn iCbeR Hwya kYairibyan ŸCeR ŸgeC tKn ŸdKa Ÿgl pyda HeyeC itn-

VƒSla sb jat, taedr nam iº¡wl, AYaeÒa-kYairibyan …†sb| tara ŸkaTaw ŸÒ‚ bel ŸkaTaw ýpYainS 

ŸkaTaw ba †„erij| ŸmaFamuiF Vemirkan FuYiröedr ŸdKBal ker ŸpF calay, Ÿgalaim Gucelw jait iHsaeb wra 

Ÿsaja Hey dƒaRaet ŸSeKin|  

                 

                            

 

kib ŸZ mHan mâtuY KƒuejeCn …†Baeb sBYta taek igel ŸPll| Ÿs† ŸTek wedr AYaimbar mt Ÿbƒec Takar pala 

cleC| ìDu maeJ maeJ BuimkÚp Vr GuiàNJR ŸsKaen jÔlÇ» mâtuYr kr›Na iney Ves| Hawyay Ha Ha ker Ÿnec ŸbRay 

AgNY º¡Itdaesr ŸpãtatMa| duinyar häiy„r›m§elar kiPr kaep kaep keyk HÐar jnY tuPan wef, Kucera pysa 

Hat bdl Hy, tarper ŸZ Ÿk Ÿs†| gNkberr paeS Amiln smuÅtF ŸsKaen Ÿna–r ŸPel º¡™jiSp| 

 

tbuw smueÅr paer dƒaiRey manux ŸKƒaej mHan mâtuYr ifkana| 

 

ŸkmYan V†lYa¸, pyla januyair, 2010 
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